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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an overview of the dynamics and control of electric powered wheelchairs (EPW). A
simple and reliable mathematical model for a wheelchair is first introduced. This model takes into account
not only the vehicle’s kinematics but also its most popular power module: DC motors. The equations
governing the dynamics of the EPW allow a better understanding of its motion in a 2D environment. They
can be therefore used to predict the accessibility of an EPW prototype to selected places or buildings and
to test different algorithms for control, guidance, and obstacle avoidance. Next, several control approaches
are discussed such as sonar sensing, machine vision, and voice recognition.
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1 INTRODUCTION

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), between the 7 and 10% of the population worldwide
suffer from some physical disability. Just in Latin-America the physically disabled are estimated in 55
million people, which represent the 9% of its total population [1].

This census indicates that the most common disability is motor, followed by blindness, deafness, intel-
lectual, and language. All alone, the motor-disabled achieve 20 million in Latin-America and there is an
anticipated continued growth due to increasing aging, longevity, and accident-related injuries (mostly car
and sport accidents).

Wheelchairs make up a significant portion of the mobility assistive devices in use today for the motor-
disabled and patients in recovery. While standard wheelchairs are mainly used by those who have the
necessary upper-body strength to propel and manoeuvre it, electric powered wheelchairs (EPWs) are des-
tined for those who cannot: people with excessive body weight, poor health, weak upper limbs, and those
long-time living with the disability [2].

Unfortunately, conventional EPWs are not always sufficient to compensate for mobility disabilities: peo-
ple suffering from physical dexterity and coordination, cerebral spasticity, tetraplegia/paraplegia, tremors,
spasms or head trauma cannot use an EPW and are prescribed with a standard wheelchair which mobility
is facilitated by a human-attendant or caregiver. In this case, robotic technology might become relevant for
providing wheelchairs a certain amount of autonomy.

Autonomous wheelchairs are actually considered to be mobile robots as they are also equipped with motors,
sensors, electronic circuits, processing units, and user interfaces. In particular, this last field has recently
experienced significant advances: through voice commands, eye movements, blinking or even thoughts
[3]-[6], it is possible to drive an EPW.

To approach the motion control problem of an EPW, it is necessary to understand first its dynamics. This
paper presents a simple model that is suitable for easy analytical prediction of the EPW’s motion. Computer
simulation of this model offers greats advantages in motion visualization and path planning.
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Figure 1. (a) General structure and (b) example of a robotic wheelchair prototype.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the general structure and components of
a robotic wheelchair. Section 3 presents the model that characterizes its motion while Section 4 discusses
several control approaches. Finally, Section 5 concludes summarizing the main concepts.

2 STRUCTURE AND COMPONENTS OF ROBOTIC WHEELCHAIRS

Fig. 1(a) shows the general structure and components of a robotic wheelchair. Two DC motors are usually
coupled to the rear wheels to propel the wheelchair. They are driven by an electronic unit that provides the
control signals. These signals are generated 1) in manual mode by the user himself through a joystick (case
of an EPW) or 2) in autonomous mode by electronic devices such as video cameras, ultrasonic sensors,
microphones for voice recognition or a multisensor fusion (case of a robotic wheelchair). Signal processing
generally requires an on-board computer. The use of micro-controllers and data transmission protocols
might be necessary to condition signals between devices. All systems are powered by on-board batteries.

Fig. 1(b) shows an example of a robotic wheelchair prototype based on the standard aluminum foldable
wheelchair commercially available everywhere. In particular, this prototype allows the 3 operation modes:
manual or electric (through a joystick), autonomous (through a camera), and standard or hand operated [7].

3 THE DYNAMICS OF EPWs

This section outlines the mathematical model that describes the EPW dynamics. This model has been
adapted from that proposed in [8] for unicycle mobile robots.

Fig. 2(a) shows a schematic representation of a wheelchair. Here, the wheelchair can be represented as
a differential drive structure with two traction wheels and two caster ones. In fig. 2(a), B represents the
center of the axis connecting both traction wheels; G represents the center of mass (vehicle and user) and
for simplicity, it is considered as the point to control in position (x, y) and orientation (ϕ).

Resultant forces and momentum in the wheelchair can be expressed by eq. 1:

∑
Fx = m(u̇ − ūω) = Frrx + Frlx + Fcrx + Fclx + FGx∑
Fy = m( ˙̄u + uω) = Frry + Frly + Fcry + Fcly + FGy

∑
Mz = Iω̇ =

d

2
(Frrx − Frlx) − b(Frry + Frly) + (c − b)(Fcry + Fcly) +

q

2
(Fcrx − Fclx) + τG

(1)
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Figure 2. (a) Free-body diagram of the wheelchair. The first subscript stands for rear r and
caster c wheel while the second subscript stands for right r and left l wheel. (b) The 3 speeds
on the wheel.

where m is the total mass (wheelchair and user), I is the moment of inertia of the wheelchair rotating around
point G, and u, ū and ω are the wheelchair’s linear, transverse sliding, and angular speeds, respectively (Fig.
2(b)). Speed ū can be reasonable neglected assuming that the wheels do not slip during motion. Concerning
u and ω, they can further be defined by eq. 2:

u =
1
2
[r(ωr + ωl) + (ur + ul)]

ω =
1
d
[r(ωr − ωl) + (ur − ul)]

(2)

where r is the traction wheel radius, d is the distance between the traction wheels (see fig. 2(a)), ωr, and ωl

are the angular speeds of the right and left wheels respectively, and ur and ul are the linear speeds of the
right and left wheels respectively.

Kinematics of point G is related to u and ω by eq. 3:

ẋ = ucosϕ − bωsinϕ

ẏ = usinϕ + bωcosϕ

ϕ̇ = ω

(3)

As aforementioned, traction wheels are powered by DC motors. These can be modeled by eq. 4:

τr =
ka

Ra
(Er − kbωr)

τl =
ka

Ra
(El − kbωl)

(4)

where τr and τr are the torques developed by the motors on the right and left wheels upon input DC voltages
Er and El respectively, ka and kb are the motor’s torque and electromotive force constants, and Ra is the
motor’s electric resistance. Inductive voltages have been neglected.



Equations describing the wheel-motor system can be simply written as shown in eq. 5:

Ieω̇r + Deωr = τr − Frrxr̂

Ieω̇l + Deωl = τl − Frlxr̂
(5)

where Ie and De are the moment of inertia and the coefficient of viscous friction of the wheel-motor system,
respectively and r̂ is the nominal radius of the traction wheel tires. Using and combining eqs. 1 to 5, the
wheelchair’s dynamic behavior can be summarized by eq. 6:
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with inputs:

Eu =
Er + El

2

Eω =
Er − El

2

and constants:
a1 =

Ra

ka
(mr̂r + 2Ie) [V · s2]

a2 =
Ra

ka
[Ied

2 + 2r̂r(I + mb2)] [V · m2 · s2]

a3 =
Ra

ka
mb [V · s2/m]

a4 =
Ra

ka
(
kakb

Ra
+ De) [V · s/rad]

Note that eq. 6 relates the wheelchair’s motion to the motors’ input voltages. The block diagram model of
the EPW is shown in fig. 3. This diagram identifies the electronics, DC motors, and dynamics of the EPW.

Fig. 4 summarizes how the EPW is controlled by the input voltages Er and El. When both voltages
are equal, the two driving wheels turn at the same angular speed and in the same direction, which causes
a translation movement. If one voltage is set to zero, one of the wheels turns while the other remains
motionless, then the wheelchair describes a circle centered on the motionless wheel. If both voltages are
equal in magnitude but opposite sign, the wheels turn at the same speed but in opposite direction which
causes a rotation around the center of the axis connecting both wheels (point B).

Numerical values of the parameters involved in eq. 6 can be easily measured from an existent prototype
and the specifications of the DC motors can be obtained from the manufacturer. As illustrative example,
consider all gain blocks of fig. 3 as unity gains. Fig. 5(a) shows a computer simulation of a certain trajectory
in the XY plane. Note that the wheelchair can be considered as an holonomic vehicle. Fig. 5(b) shows the
driving signals supplied to the DC motors. Note the correspondence with fig. 4.

4 CONTROL OF EPWs

The control problem of EPWs can be divided in two: low level and high level. Low-level control focuses on
controlling the speed of the traction wheels while the high-level control focuses on the wheelchair’s linear
speed and position [9].



Figure 3. Block diagram reference for the wheelchair.

Figure 4. Motion upon voltages Er and El.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) A simulated trajectory of the EPW and (b) the corresponding driving signals.



4.1 Low-level control

The purpose of low-level controllers is to generate control signals for both DC motors based on the error or
difference between the desired and the actually obtained.

Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of the EPW with a low-level controller. Here ud and ωd are the linear and
angular desired speeds for the traction wheels respectively while u and ω are the actual speeds measured
with optical encoders coupled to the DC motors. The difference between the desired and the actually
obtained is corrected through an electronic controller to generate voltages Eu and Eω . Recall that u and
ω are related to the encoders’ measurements through a simplification of eq. 2. This simplification can be
expressed by eq. 7:

u =
r

2
(ωr + ωl)

ω =
r

d
(ωr − ωl)

(7)

Many electromechanical modules based on DC motors already include the low-level controller; usually
PID or PD controllers. Therefore, it is convenient to express eq. 6 in terms of commands ud and ωd. Let us
consider a PD controller. The new system inputs can be expressed by eq. 8:

[
Eu

Eω

]
=

[
Kp1(ud − u) − Kd1u̇
Kp2(ωd − ω) − Kd2ω̇

]
(8)

where Kp1 and Kd1 are the proportional and derivative constants for the u controller respectively and Kp2

and Kd2 are the constants for the ω controller. Derivatives u̇d and ω̇d have been neglected to simplify the
model.

Replacing eq. 8 in eq. 6 gives an expression of the EPW with a PD low-level controller (eq. 9):
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Fig. 7 shows for example, the wheels ω tracking responses to a set of input commands ωd with and without
a PD controller. Note the improvement in precision and time response upon the use of the PD controller.

Figure 6. Block diagram reference for the EPW with a low-level controller.



Figure 7. Effect of the PD low-level controller in the system’s response.

4.2 High-level control

High-level control involves directing the wheelchair to a desired linear speed and position. Signals generated
by high-level controllers serve as input commands for low-level controllers.

Fig. 8 shows the block diagram of the EPW with a high-level controller. Here, ẋd, ẏd, xd, and yd are the
desired linear speeds and positions of the wheelchair. These are compared to physical measurements and
errors are processed in the high-level controller to generate commands ud and ωd for the DC motors.

There are several ways to sense the actual speed and position of the wheelchair and to implement a high-
level controller. This section overviews the most popular approaches.

4.2.1 Sonar and ultrasonic sensing

Sonars are popular sensors that employ acoustic pulses and their echoes to measure range to an object (Fig.
9). At ultrasonic frequencies the sonar energy is concentrated in a beam, providing directional information
in addition to range.

Their popularity is due to their low cost, compact dimensions, light weight, low power consumption, and
ease of use. In some applications, such as in underwater and low-visibility environments, sonars are often
the only viable sensing modality. In robotics, they have been traditionally used for object recognition,
environment mapping, and obstacle avoidance [10]. This last concerns robotic wheelchairs.

Figure 8. Block diagram reference for the EPW with a high-level controller.
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Figure 9. (a) Sonar principle and (b) application example in an EPW.

Considering that the sound speed is constant, it is possible to measure the time between the emission of a
pulse and the reception of an echo to establish the distance to an object. This effect can be described by
eq. 10:

r0 =
c

2
t0 (10)

where r0 is the distance to an object, c is the sound speed (343 m/s at standard temperature and pressure),
and t0 is the time between the emission of a pulse and the reception of an echo. The factor of 2 converts the
round-trip (pulse and echo) to single trip (echo).

It is precisely the measurement of r0 that can be exploited to control the position of EPWs. Fig. 9(b)
shows the block diagram of the simplest case: the EPW is located at certain distance of an object and it
will proceed forward until this object is encountered (r0-x=0). More complex algorithms can be similarly
elaborated for path planning around obstacles.

4.2.2 Machine vision

Video cameras have become the most popular sensing devices to control an EPW. This technology that
captures images and transforms them to electric signals offers certain advantages over other sensors: more
perception range, does not emit any signal that disturbs the environment (a non-invasive technology), sam-
pling speed (cameras are 25 times faster than most sensors), possibility of 3D, and low cost. However the
use of cameras and processing algorithms do require more computational resources [11].

One of the most popular applications for vision-based EPWs is line following. This application requires
the wheelchair to follow solid and dashed lines along a path while avoiding obstacles, overcoming terrain
changes, and attempting to maximize speed. The challenge is to implement a reliable algorithm that works
under variable and unpredictable conditions of luminosity, shadows, etc.

Fig. 10(a) shows a representative example of line following under certain conditions of luminosity and
shadows. Fig. 10(a.1) shows the original image obtained by the camera. Note the presence of shadows and
the luminosity level that makes problematic the automatic discrimination between the foreground (grass)
and the line.

Fig. 10(a.2) shows the same image with the shadows attenuated. This image was obtained by a RGB to
HSI transformation, then a 60o rotation in the HS plane (so that yellow becomes closer to red) and then a
transformation back to RGB.

To enhance the bright colors (blue) in the image, a RGB to gray level transformation was performed using
R+G+3B instead of the typical [R+G+B]/3 (Fig. 10(a.3)). Next, a threshold was applied to better identify
the bright colors (Fig. 10(a.4)).

To minimize the number of objects in the image and obtain those of bigger mass density, isolated vicinities
of 3x3 were removed as well as holes of 3x3 were filled (Fig. 10(a.5)). At this stage, the image is acceptable
and the Hough transform is reliable (Fig. 10(a.6)).
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Figure 10. (a) Line following image processing: (1) original image, (2) shadow removal, (3)
bright colors enhancement, (4) image with threshold, (5) removing particles and filling holes,
and finally, (6) the Hough transformation. (b) Image processing for corridor/path navigation:
(top) ideal case and edge detection with (center) shadows and (bottom) obstacles.

Line following is useful in pre-established navigation environments but it results totally impractical for
unknown or new environments where a line to follow simply does not exist. Another possibility for au-
tonomous navigation is corridor or path detection. This application requires the vehicle to detect both edges
of corridors or paths, calculate the available space and navigate between them at all times. Again, under
variable and unpredictable conditions of luminosity and shadows.

Fig. 10(b) shows three representative examples of corridor/path detection: (left) the camera mounted on
the EPW obtains an image from the environment, (center) using Canny edge detector both edges from the
corridor are found, (right) the Hough transform of the nearest edge to the wheelchair is obtained. This is
the line to follow. Fig. 10(b) top shows a normal ideal situation while figs. 10(b) center and bottom show
more complicated ones: edge detection under conditions of shadows and obstacles.

The image resulting from the Hough transform contains a set of coordinates of all lines found by the camera.
For both cases (line following and corridor/path edge detection), it is necessary to further process this image
to remove the unnecessary lines and leave only the useful ones.

As example, consider a set of 4 lines (L1-L4) found in the image processing stage (Fig. 11). A probability
density function, like the Gaussian, can be used to assign importance to the set of lines according to their
angle. That is; it is more probable to expect a line at θ=0o (i.e. parallel to the wheelchair) than it is at other
angles. Lines at θ ≥70o that appear suddenly along the path are to be neglected.

At each camera refresh time, the line to follow is determined by the simple average function eq. 11.

L̄ =
∑n

i=1 LiP (θi)∑n
j=1 P (θj)

(11)

Eq. 11 can be decomposed into coordinates x and y to determine the next movement of the wheelchair [12].



Figure 11. Vision-based autonomous navigation: Gaussian-based decision procedure for a
set of lines found in an image. L̄ is the line to follow.

Another vision-based novel approach to drive an EPW is by eye movement. In the most severe cases, the
motor-disabled are only capable of moving the eyes and eyelids and that is unfortunately the only possible
way of interaction with the environment. In this application, the image of the eye is captured and processed
to interpret the user’s command.

Fig. 12 shows an example of eye tracking. Note that it is possible to detect when the eyes are opened or
closed. These combinations can be translated in the high-level controller to speed and position commands.

It is important to mention that in eye-based control, the user himself drives the EPW and, despite the
sophistication of the vision algorithms, it is equivalent to using a joystick. It is true that the EPW does
not drive itself autonomously but it is also true that a high-level controller is needed to process the images
received from the camera.

Figure 12. Detection of eye open/closed.



4.2.3 Voice recognition

Another way to drive an EPW is through voice. Some representative examples are [13]-[15]. The challenge
is to implement reliable algorithms that are capable of processing the voice signal and that recognize the
information contained within. All this under ambiguities, uncertainties, and errors in the acoustic signal.

A voice recognition system mainly consists of two elements: microphone and processing unit, generally
a computer. Before driving the wheelchair, the user is required to register the commands that drive the
EPW so that the algorithm gets familiar with the voice. Figs. 13(a) and 13(c) show two examples of voice
commands. Recognition of this temporal domain signal might be complex as there are a number of variables
such as voice intensity, environmental noise, etc.

To solve this problem, the main characteristics of voice are usually processed in frequency domain. A
commonly used technique is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Figs. 13(b) and (d) show the FFTs pre and
post filtering of the voice commands in figs. 13(a) and (c), respectively. These spectra exhibit invariable
characteristics in frequency domain that make them easy distinguishable and unmistakable.

Each time the user pronounces a voice command, the voice recognition algorithm obtains its FFT and
compares it to previously registered FFTs. If its FFT is between the tolerance of some registered FFT, the
command is recognized and the EPW moves accordingly.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 13. (a)-(c) Example of voice commands and (b)-(d) their FFTs pre and post filtering.



5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented an overview of the dynamics and control of EPWs for the motor-disabled.

First, a simple and reliable mathematical model for a wheelchair was presented. This model is based
on physical parameters easily measured and is useful to simulate the wheelchair’s motion in 2D environ-
ments. The proposed dynamic model takes into account the most popular electromechanical module used
in wheelchairs: DC motors. Computer simulation of this model allows an accurate motion visualization and
can be therefore exploited for the design of control algorithms, path planning, obstacle avoidance, etc.

Second, this chapter discussed the control of robotic wheelchairs. Low-level controllers were first intro-
duced to control the speed of the DC motors. High-level controllers were then presented. Several high-level
approaches were described such as sonar/ultrasonic sensing, machine vision, and voice recognition.
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